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latent income effect on survey compliance can be estimated using readily-

available data on response rates across geographic areas.  On implementing the 

method on the Current Population Survey for the U.S. we find that compliance 

falls monotonically as income rises. Correcting for selective compliance 

appreciably increases mean income and inequality, but has only a small impact on 

poverty incidence up to commonly-used poverty lines in the U.S. 
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1. Introduction 
It is known that errors in the incomes reported in surveys have important implications for 

measures of poverty and inequality based on those surveys (Van Praag et al., 1983; Chakravarty 

and Eichhorn, 1994; Ravallion, 1994; Cowell and Victoria-Feser, 1996; Chesher and Schluter, 

2002).  For example, classical measurement error in the reported incomes of sampled households 

leads to over-estimation of standard inequality measures (Chakravarty and Eichorn, 1994).  

Chesher and Schluter (2002) derive formulae for correcting a number of poverty and inequality 

measures for multiplicative measurement error in the underlying individual welfare levels, 

assuming that the sample is representative of the relevant population.  

A measurement issue that has received less attention is the fact that it is invariably the 

case that some sampled households simply do not participate in surveys, either because they 

explicitly refuse to do so or nobody is at home.  In the literature, this is often called “unit non-

response” and is distinct from “item non-response,” which occurs when some of the sampled 

households who agree to participate refuse to answer questions on their incomes. Various 

imputation/matching methods address item non-response by exploiting the questions that are 

answered (Lilard et al., 1986; Little and Rubin, 1987).  However, that is not an option for unit 

non-response.  Some surveys make efforts to avoid unit non-response, using “call-backs” to non-

responding households and fees paid to those who agree to be interviewed.2  Nonetheless, the 

problem is practically unavoidable and non-response rates of 10% or higher are common; indeed, 

we know of national surveys for which 30% of those sampled did not comply.3   

                                                 
2  On reducing bias using call-backs see Deming (1953), Van Praag et al. (1983), Alho (1990), and 
Nijman and Verbeek (1992). On the economics of incentive payments see Philipson (1997).  
3  Scott and Steele (2002) report non-response rates for eight countries, ranging from virtually zero 
to 26%. Holt and Elliot (1991) quote a range of 15-30% for surveys in the UK. Philipson (1997) reports a 
mean non-response rate of 21% for surveys by the National Opinion Research Center in the U.S. 
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How does unit non-response affect survey-based measures of poverty and inequality? To 

the extent that compliance is random, there will be no bias. However, just as income constrains 

almost all behavior, it undoubtedly matters to choices about compliance with sample 

assignments. For instance, high-income households might be less likely to participate because of 

a high opportunity cost of their time or concerns about intrusion in their affairs. The poor too 

may be underrepresented; some are homeless and hard to reach in standard household survey 

designs, and some may be physically or socially isolated and thus less easily interviewed.  The 

presence of income-dependent compliance can bias survey-based estimates of the distribution of 

income. However, the direction of bias cannot be assessed on a priori grounds; for example, if 

compliance tends to be lower for both the very poor and the very rich then there will be 

potentially offsetting effects on measures of the incidence of poverty. Unit non-response may 

well have an offsetting effect on measured inequality to measurement errors in reported incomes. 

The possibility of selective compliance is commonly ignored in practice.  There are two 

exceptions.  The first is found in the strand of the literature on measuring poverty and inequality 

in which the survey mean is replaced by average incomes from national accounts.4  This 

approach rests on two key assumptions, namely that the national accounts give a valid estimate 

of mean household income and that the discrepancy between the two data sources is distribution 

neutral; implying one only needs to make an equi-proportionate correction at all levels.  Hitherto, 

little or no evidence has been advanced for or against these assumptions.5      

                                                 
4  Recent examples include Bourguignon and Morrisson (2002), Salla-i-Martin (2002) and Bhalla 
(2002). While advocates of this approach acknowledge that they are using this method for computational 
convenience, they also defend the method on the grounds that it allows a correction for under-reporting 
and non-compliance in surveys.  
5  For further discussion (in the context of poverty measurement for India, though the point is more 
general) see Ravallion (2000).  On the discrepancies between estimates of mean consumption from 
surveys versus national accounts across countries see Ravallion (2002). 
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A second, more promising approach is based on utilizing geographic or other observable 

differences in survey response rates. Atkinson and Micklewright (1983) use regional differences 

in survey response rates to correct for differential non-response in the U.K. Family Expenditure 

Survey.  The Current Population Survey for the U.S. uses a similar method (Census Bureau, 

2000, Chapter 10).  These methods assume that the non-compliance problem is ignorable within 

areas. However, this assumption is essentially ad hoc, with no behavioral basis, and there is no a 

priori reason why it would be valid; why would compliance be non-random between areas but 

random within them?   

The contribution of the present paper is to show that the ignorability assumption can be 

relaxed using exactly the same data used in past ad hoc corrections following the second 

approach.  We show that it is possible to identify the latent individual probability of survey 

compliance as a function of income using the empirical relationship between aggregate 

compliance rates across areas and mean incomes by percentile groups within areas.  Our method 

recognizes that the empirical percentile group shares are biased given that there is selective 

compliance. We deal with this problem numerically, by iterating the parameter estimation after 

revising the empirical shares consistently with the empirical income effect identified at the 

previous iteration.  On convergence, the identified individual compliance probability given 

income is used to correct for bias in the estimated income distribution.  Our approach deals 

simultaneously with response bias within and between areas.      

We are thus able to present the first estimates (to our knowledge) of the bias in measured 

distributions due to unit non-response. While we only present estimates for one country here, the 

minimal data requirements of our method should allow a wide range of applications in practice.   
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We first establish why unit non-response is unlikely to be ignorable using a simple 

economic model of compliance choice (section 2).  We then examine the model’s implications 

for measures of income poverty and inequality (section 3).  This motivates our effort to test for 

an income effect on compliance.  We outline our empirical method in section 4 and then present 

results for the U.S. (section 5).  We offer some conclusions in section 6.   

 
2.  Income-dependent survey compliance 

 
Survey participation is a matter of individual choice; nobody is obliged to comply with 

the statistician’s randomized assignment. There is some perceived utility gain from 

compliance—the satisfaction of doing one’s civic duty, for example—but there is a cost as well.  

Let ],[ RP yyy∈  be household income per person ( Py  is the income of the poorest person 

and Ry  is for the richest) and )(yc  the cost to the respondent of survey participation (net of any 

compensation received for participation). We assume that 0)( ≥′ yc . This can be rationalized by 

assuming that the opportunity cost of the time required to comply rises with income, while the 

time itself is roughly independent of income.  More precisely, let τ denote the time required for 

the survey interview and normalize total available time to unity. Full income is π+= wy  where 

w is the wage rate and π  is non-wage income.  The cost of survey participation is then 

)()( πττ −== ywyc  with 1)(0 <=′< τyc .  Nonlinearity of c(y) can arise when τ  varies with y. 

Let utility be ],)([ ddycyu −  where d=1 if one chooses to comply and d=0 if not. The 

function u is strictly increasing in both arguments.  The utility gain from compliance is: 

)0,(]1),([)( yuycyuyg −−=       (1) 

with slope:   

  )0,()](1][1),([)( yuycycyuyg yy −′−−=′      (2) 
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where subscripts denote partial derivatives. We assume that the probability of compliance is a 

strictly increasing common function of the utility gain. This simple model can generate a wide 

range of outcomes for the relationship between compliance and income.  We consider some 

special cases. 

From (2), it is evident that compliance falls monotonically with income if and only if:  

]1),([
)0,(

1)(
ycyu

yu
yc

y

y

−
−>′  for all y  

A simple case in which this holds is when the cost of participation increases monotonically with 

income ( 0)( >′ yc ) and the marginal utility of income is independent of survey participation, i.e., 

]1),([)0,( ycyuyu yy −= .   Then 0)((.))( <′−=′ ycuyg y  for all y.    

However, the opposite result can also be obtained, whereby compliance rises with 

income.  For example, suppose instead that the cost of participation is independent of income 

( 0)( =′ yc ), implying that )0,(]1),([)( yuycyuyg yy −−=′ .  If there is diminishing marginal 

utility of income and utility is separable between income and compliance ( )0,()1,( yuyu yy = ) 

then 0)( >′ yg ; the poor will be less likely to participate.   

Without separability, the outcome depends on whether compliance raises or lowers the 

marginal utility of income, which is not obvious on a priori grounds. If compliance leads to a 

higher marginal utility of income then again 0)( >′ yg .  If it lowers the marginal utility of 

income then the income effect could go either way.  Suppose that the difference in income effect 

on the marginal utility of income dominates at low incomes, )0,0(]1),([ yy uycu >− , while the 

adverse effect of compliance on the marginal utility of income dominates at high y, i.e., 
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)0,1(]1),(1[ yy uycu <− .  Then one can again find an inverted-U pattern in which middle-income 

groups are more likely to participate than either tail of the distribution.  

Other special cases can deliver this inverted-U relationship.  For instance, assume that: (i) 

the cost of compliance is a non-negative and strictly increasing and convex in income, 0)( >′ yc , 

0)( >′′ yc  with 0)( =′ Pyc ; (ii) utility is separable between income and compliance and (iii) for 

the richest person, the cost of participation is negligibly small, i.e., )()]([lim yuycyu yyyy R

≈−
→

.  

Then separability implies that we can re-write (2) as: 

)()]([)()]([)( yuycyuycycyuyg yyy −−+′−−=′     (3) 

The first term on the right-hand side is negative while the second is positive, given declining 

marginal utility.  At low incomes the second term will dominate (since )(yc′  will be small) and 

hence 0)( >′ yg  at low y.  At high incomes, by contrast, the first term will dominate and hence 

0)( <′ yg .  In other words, the gains will tend to be highest for middle-income groups.   

Notice that in this model, the introduction of a fixed fee paid to those who agree to 

participate will increase the probability of participation, but it can make the income gradient of 

compliance even more negative.  This will happen if the cost of compliance rises less than one-

to-one with income, and there is declining marginal utility of income.  

 
3. Implications for poverty and inequality measures 

In exploring the theoretical implications for the distribution of income, we confine 

attention to the special cases discussed above in which the compliance-income relationship is 

either monotonic decreasing or an inverted-U shape.   
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Let )(yF  denote the true (unobserved) cumulative distribution function of income y with 

continuous density function f(y).  The sample-based estimate is )(ˆ yF  with corresponding density 

)(ˆ yf  and we assume that 0)0(ˆ =F .  The true distribution can be derived from the empirical 

distribution by appropriate re-weighting. The true density function is )(ˆ)()( yfywyf =  where 

)]([)( ygyw φ=  are the correction factors for a strictly decreasing differentiable function φ .  The 

corrected distribution function is: 

 ∫=
y

yP

dxxfxwyF )(ˆ)()(         (4) 

The expected value of the correction factor is unity, i.e., 1)(ˆ)( =∫ R

P

y

y
dxxfxw .   

Consider first the case in which compliance falls monotonically with income, i.e., 

.0)(' >yw   On integrating (4) by parts one obtains the following formula for the difference 

between the true distribution of income and the empirical distribution: 

 ∫−−=−
y

yP

dxxFxwyFywyFyF )(ˆ)(')(ˆ]1)([)(ˆ)(     (5) 

It is evident that )(ˆ)( yFyF <  for all )1(1−< wy .   By continuity there must exist an income *y  

defined as the minimum value of y for which )(ˆ)( yFyF = .  Following a result proved in 

Atkinson (1987), the empirical distribution will then overestimate the extent of income poverty 

for all poverty lines up to *y  and all additive poverty measures satisfying standard properties.  

Notice however, that first-order dominance over all y is not guaranteed by the assumptions made 

so far; values of y for which )(ˆ)( yFyF >  are possible if compliance rates fall to a sufficiently 

low level at high incomes. This is an empirical question. 
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Consider instead the inverted-U relationship of compliance with income.  There are two 

points at which no correction to the density function is needed, namely Ly  and Uy  with 

UL yy < , 1)()( == UL ywyw ,  1)( >yw  for Lyy <  and Uyy >  and 1)( <yw  for UL yyy << .  

We also assume that 0)(' <yw  for all Lyy <  and 0)(' >yw  for all Uyy >  though this can be 

relaxed somewhat without altering the main results.   From (5):   

  ∫ >−=−
L

P

y

y
LL dxxFxwyFyF 0)(ˆ)(')(ˆ)(             (6.1) 

  ∫ <−=−
U

P

y

y
UU dxxFxwyFyF 0)(ˆ)(')(ˆ)(      (6.2) 

Intuitively, both the incidence of low-incomes ( )( LyF ) and high incomes ( )(1 UyF− ) are 

underestimated, given the structure of the income effect on compliance.  On noting that: 

  )(ˆ]1)([)](ˆ)([ yfyw
dy

yFyFd
−=

−       (7) 

it is evident that the impact of this pattern of income effects on compliance is as represented in 

Figure 1.  By continuity, there must exist a point ),(*
UL yyy ∈  such that )(ˆ)( ** yFyF = .  

Again, for a broad class of poverty measures in the literature and all poverty lines up to *y , the 

empirical distribution will underestimate the extent of income poverty.   Of course, the same 

holds over the entire support of the distribution if nobody has an income greater than *y  

( 0)( =yf  for all *yy > ).  On the other hand, suppose that nobody has an income less than *y  

( 0)( =yf  for all *yy < ).  Then the empirical distribution will unambiguously overestimate the 

extent of poverty (i.e., )(ˆ)( yFyF <  for all y.) 
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 Though we omit the detailed analysis, similar arguments can be used to show that the 

impact on measured inequality of an income effect on compliance is also ambiguous, and will 

depend (inter alia) on the specific measure of inequality used.  It is easy to see why if we 

consider the case in which compliance falls monotonically with income, implying that the mean 

is underestimated.  Consider the poorest and richest persons, with incomes Py  and Ry .  The 

survey yields the correct values for these incomes but underestimates the proportion of people 

who have income Ry  and overestimates the proportion with Py .  Figure 2 shows how the 

income effect on compliance affects the Lorenz curve.  The bold lines are the segments of the 

empirical Lorenz curve for the poor and the rich, and the bold dashed lines are the underlying 

true Lorenz curve.  The true slope of the lower segment corresponding to the poorest person is 

µyP  while the slope of the upper most segment is µyR , where µ  is mean income.  The 

slopes of both segments of the Lorenz curve will be overestimated by the survey data given that 

the empirical mean is underestimated ( µµ ˆ> ) since high income groups are underrepresented.  

By continuity, the true Lorenz curve must intersect the empirical Lorenz curve, implying that the 

effect on inequality is ambiguous, and will depend crucially on he measure of inequality used.  If 

instead compliance rises with income then one can re-interpret Figure 2 accordingly (bold line is 

the true Lorenz curve) and see that again there must be an intersection.   

 
4. Method for estimating the income effect on compliance 

While we do not observe the individual probabilities of compliance, we do observe both 

the aggregate response rates by geographic area and the incomes of complying units.  The 

problem is to infer how individual compliance varies with income from these data.  The observed 

aggregate response rates by area are unconditional means across the (unknown) conditional 
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response rates by level of income.  However, the aggregate response rates are not simple un-

weighted means, since if compliance rates vary with income then the population shares by 

income level in the survey data will be wrong.             

The idea of our method of correcting for an income effect on survey compliance can be 

explained informally as follows.  We have measured incomes for various income groups across 

geographic areas.  The average survey response rates by area depend on how the survey response 

rates of each income group vary with income and on the true distribution of income.  Of course if 

we knew how response rate varies with income we could immediately correct the original sample 

weights.  If response rate falls with income then we would need to give higher weight to the 

observations in sample of the rich.   

Our idea for estimating the conditional response rates is to assume a stable parametric 

model of how survey response varies with income and to determine the parameters of this model 

so as to give best fit with the average response rates and the measured incomes by strata across 

areas.  The identity linking average response rate to the measured incomes provides the 

motivation for this regression, once we allow for a stochastic element in the latent response 

function.  For pre-determined proportions of people in each income group, the regression 

function is identified by the way average compliance varies with measured incomes, taking the 

latter to be exogenous.  To correct the original sample weights for selective compliance we 

proceed iteratively, starting from the assumption that the original weights are right and then 

correcting the original sample weights at each iteration according to the estimated compliance 

probabilities identified by the empirical relationship between compliance and income.   

Notice that the first sign that compliance might not be random, but fall with income, will 

come at the first iteration, if we find that average compliance is more responsive to differences in 
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income amongst the “rich” than amongst the “poor.”  That would suggest that the initial 

assumption of equal weights is wrong. Just how far wrong will become evident as the iterations 

proceed.  It should be noted that our method of identifying the income effect on compliance only 

works if there is selective compliance; there is of course no scope for identification if compliance 

is random.   

The fact that we only observe aggregate response rates across geographic areas implies 

that we must impose some aggregation structure on the problem of estimating the latent 

individual income effect on compliance.  We make two key assumptions. Firstly we assume that 

the data can be aggregated in the form of a set of homogeneous income groups with a common 

number of groups across all geographic areas. The population is divided into n income groups 

and m geographical areas, called “states” hereafter.  For the computational convenience of 

having a common data structure across all states, we impose the restriction that the number of 

income groups is identical across states.  Since the sample size is unlikely to be constant across 

regions this also entails that a degree of aggregation is unavoidable.  In estimating the parameters 

of the income effect on compliance, we further ignore income differences within a given 

(income-state-specific) group of sampled households. Thus the mean incomes of the n by m 

groups become fixed, exogenous, data points in our method for estimating the income effect on 

compliance and hence correcting the sample weights for selective compliance.  

The second assumption also involves aggregation. We assume that the heterogeneity in 

compliance at given income can be captured by a common additive area-specific error term. We 

recognize that this is a restrictive assumption.  However, given that only the state-specific 

compliance aggregates are data (rather than by income group, which is of course intrinsically 
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unobservable), it is impossible to further decompose the aggregate (state-specific) error term.  

Setting it to the same value for everyone within a give state is a natural benchmark assumption. 

To outline our method in more formal terms, let ijP denote the (unobserved) probability 

of compliance for a person in income group i=1,..,n living in state j=1,..,m.  The probability of 

compliance varies with the mean income ijy  of group i in state j according to:  

ijijij yPP εβ += );(         (8) 

where P is a smooth function with one or more parameters, β , and ijε  is a zero-mean error term. 

We assume the following parametric form: 

( )2
210 )(lnln);( ijijij yyLyP ββββ ++=      (9) 

where ( ) 11)( −
+= xx eexL  is the logistic function.  This specification is both sufficiently flexible 

to test the scenarios developed in section 3 and ensures that the observed mean response rate P  

is bounded within the unit interval.   

While ijP  is unknown, we observe the proportion of the population in each state j that are 

compliant:   

j

n

i
ijijj yPwP εβ += ∑

=1
);(        (10) 

where ijw  is the proportion of the population of state j who belong to income group i, and 

  ∑
=

≡
n

i
ijijj w

1
εε          (11) 

To correct for selective compliance we need to re-weight the survey data according to the 

differences in response rates across income groups.  If we knew the response rates we could 

immediately correct the data using: 
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∑
=

= n

k
kjkj

ijij
ij

Pw

Pw
w

1

0

0

/

/
        (12) 

where 0
ijw is the initial weight for group i in state j from the survey.  Substituting (12) into (10) 

and re-arranging we can also write the aggregate inverse response rate as the weighted sum of 

the inverse response rates by income group, weighted by the original survey weights, i.e., 

∑
= +

=
n

i jij

ij

j yP
w

P 1

0

);(
1

εβ
       (13) 

However, this is not a convenient form for direct (one-step) estimation, since the error term does 

not separate out.   

Instead we proceed iteratively, using nonlinear least squares at each iteration.  First we 

estimate (10) based on the assumption that compliance is distribution neutral, i.e., we replace 

ijw by 0
ijw . This yields a vector of parameter estimates, 0β̂ , and state-specific error terms.   

However, the error terms by income group are not identified.  Under our assumption that the 

error term is common to all income groups in a given state, we obtain estimated compliance 

probabilities: 

000 ˆ)ˆ;(ˆ
jijij yPP εβ +=         (14) 

If we find no sign of an income effect on compliance then no further correction to the data is 

called for.  However, if there is an income effect then we need to re-weight the data, by 

increasing (raising) the weight on income strata with low (high) estimated compliance 

probabilities.  The new weights are found by deflating the original weights by the new estimates 

of the response probabilities for each income group and then normalizing so the weights sum to 

unity.  Thus the revised weights for the next iteration are:   
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∑
=

= n

k
kjkj

ijij
ij

Pw

Pw
w

1

00

00
1

ˆ/

ˆ/
ˆ       (15) 

We then re-estimate using these new weights, giving the regression: 

  j

n

i
ijijj yPwP εβ += ∑

=1

1 );(ˆ        (16) 

This gives revised estimates of the parameters and residuals.  We iterate this procedure until the 

estimated coefficients converge, correcting the original sample weights according to the revised 

estimates of the compliance probabilities at iteration t according to: 

  
∑
=

−

−

= n

k

t
kjkj

t
ijijt

ij

Pw

Pw
w

1

10

10

ˆ/

ˆ/
ˆ         (17)     

Finally, we use the vector of parameter estimates from the last iteration and each 

complying household’s per capita income to infer the latent compliance probability for that 

household. The inverse of this probability gives the household-specific correction factor that 

allows us to estimate the corrected income distribution function defined in (4). Notice that this 

last step does not require the first aggregation assumption described above, which is only used in 

estimating the parameters and state-specific error terms. 

 
5. Application to the U.S. income distribution 

Data on survey response rates across geographical areas are often available from survey 

producers. A case in point is the March 2001 supplement of the US Current Population Survey 

(CPS).6  In addition to detailed data on incomes, the CPS contains geographically referenced 

information on compliance (Census Bureau, 2000, Chapter 7).  We define non-compliance as 

                                                 
6   The CPS data and survey methodology details are available for the US Census Bureau and can be 
accessed on-line at: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/income.html. 
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what the Census Bureau refers to a “type A non-interviews,” which refer to households assigned 

for interview but for which no usable data were collected because household members explicitly 

refused to be interviewed or were absent during the interviewing period.7 The March 2001 CPS 

has a sample size of 53,932 households (net of other non-interview types) of which 4,299 were 

classified as type A non-interviews. In addition, we also treat the 383 households that were 

interviewed but refused to answer the income questions as non-compliant. Together this implies 

an overall non-response rate of almost 9%.   

The CPS has its own procedures in trying to adjust for non-response (described in Census 

Bureau, 2000, Chapter 10).8  In dealing with unit non-response, the CPS assumes that the 

problem is ignorable once primary sampling units with non-responding households are grouped 

together within other matched geographic areas (typically within the same state).  The Census 

Bureau acknowledges that this may or may not be valid.  The data set only gives one weight 

(called “final weight”) for each household, and that weight reflects various adjustments, 

including for non-response and sample design.  We cannot disentangle the CPS adjustment for 

non-response from other factors.  For this reason, we chose to ignore the CPS weights.  So, for 

the purpose of our exercise, neither our “empirical” nor “corrected” distributions of income have 

used the CPS weights, though both distributions are household-size weighted.  

The sample was designed to be representative of the US at the state level, giving 

j=1,…,51 geographical areas. We begin by dividing the sample for each state into quintiles (i.e., 

setting n=5), based on the state-level per capita income distribution quintiles. This implies a 

                                                 
7   Other types of “non-interviews” refer to cases were the residence was found to be demolished, 
under construction, etc. These are less likely to bias the income distribution because the household is 
likely to be no longer the premises for a variety of reasons that are not correlated with income.  
8  For a critical assessment of the imputation methods used by the Census Bureau in correcting 
estimates for income non-response see Lillard, Smith and Welch (1986). 
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minimum sample size of 95 for any state-income group combination (see Table 1). We also test 

the sensitivity of our results to this assumption. 

Non-response rates vary from 2.7% in Alabama to 20.2% in the District of Columbia 

(Table 1).  There is no significant correlation between sample size and compliance rates. State-

level average income on the other hand is correlated with compliance, and this correlation is 

strongest for the top income quintile and weakest for the bottom quintile (see Figure 3). Least 

squares approximations of the respective slopes of these correlations also vary (steeper for 

richest quintile), suggesting we should expect differences in latent income induced non-

compliance correction factors. The mean incomes by quintile are also given in Table 1. 

The specification in equation (9) did not yield an estimate for β2 that was statistically 

significantly different from zero so we set β2=0.  The linear specification did produce significant 

parameter estimates at each iteration (Table 2) indicating that higher income negatively affects 

the propensity to comply; Table 2 gives the parameter estimates.9 The estimated coefficients 

(Figure 4) and reweighed shares of the population in each income group in each state (Figure 5) 

converged up to 3 decimal places after 10 iterations. 

 Our results indicate that ignoring selective compliance according to income appreciably 

understates the proportion of the population in the richest income per capita quintile and 

overstates the population shares in the bottom four quintiles.  The highest income quintile is 

estimated to comprise 24% of the population after correcting for its lower probability of survey 

compliance. By contrast, the poorest quintile in the unadjusted data actually comprises 18% of 

the population.  

                                                 
9  For each iteration, we used the standard Gauss-Newton non-linear estimation method and all 
parameter estimates converged. 
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Table 3 gives the original and corrected mean incomes by 20 equal fractiles (the third 

column, labeled n=6, will be discussed below.)  After our correction for selective non-

compliance, the overall mean rises by almost 25%, from $21,506 per capita to $26,799.  

However, the correction is clearly not distribution-neutral; the proportionate adjustment rises 

from about 5% at the bottom to over 54% at the top.   

Figure 6 gives the Lorenz curves, with enlargements of the extreme lower and upper ends 

shown in Figure 7.  (Focus on the n=5 case; we will explain the  n=6 case shortly.) The Lorenz 

curves intersect as predicted in section 2; thus the qualitative effect on measured inequality 

cannot be predicted on a priori grounds.  However, it is plain from Figure 6 that the predominant 

effect of our correction is a downward shift of the Lorenz curve, implying higher inequality by 

most measures.  The Gini index increases appreciably from 45.03% to 51.41% on correcting for 

our estimates of the income effect on compliance. 

The effect on the levels distribution of income per capita can be seen from Figure 8.  

Naturally, this also reflects the impact on the mean.  It can be seen that the impact on poverty 

incidence is small for poverty lines commonly used in the U.S., giving poverty rates around 12% 

(Census Bureau, 2001); Figure 9 gives a blow-up for the lower 30%. However, there is still first-

order dominance, implying that poverty measures are unambiguously overestimated under the 

standard assumption in practice of ignorable non-response. 

A striking feature of our findings is that so much of the impact is at the upper end of the 

distribution, notably the top quintile or so (Table 3).  So our results may be sensitive to 

aggregation at this end of the distribution. To test this, we split the highest-income quintile into 

two and re-run the estimation method.  The method converged at a lower estimate (in absolute 

value) for β1 of –1.699, with a standard error of 0.208.  Table 3 gives the conditional means for 
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this case; the pattern is similar, but the upward adjustment is lower.  The upward adjustment 

needed to be consistent with selective compliance rises from only 3% at the bottom to 30% at the 

top.  Instead of a revised mean of $26,799 we obtained $24,553.  Figures 6 and 8 also give the 

Lorenz curves and distribution functions for this case (labeled n=6).  Instead of an upward 

revision of the Gini index to 50.41% (from 45.03%) we now obtain 48.91%. There is negligible 

impact on the cumulative distribution function at the lower end. 

While quantitative magnitudes are somewhat sensitive to this change to the estimation 

method, the qualitative results are not.  The problem of selective compliance is clearly not 

ignorable in estimating standard summary statistics from income surveys.  And even if one is 

willing to assume that the national accounts provide a better basis for setting the mean, the bias is 

clearly far from distribution-neutral.   

 
6. Conclusions 

 We have argued that there is likely to be an income effect on survey compliance, though 

the direction of bias in poverty or inequality measures could go either way in theory.  So it is an 

empirical question.  Past empirical work has either ignored the problem of selective compliance 

in surveys or made essentially ad hoc corrections. We have shown how the latent income effect 

on compliance can be estimated consistently with the available data on average response rates 

and the measured distribution of income across geographic areas.  Thus we are able to re-weight 

the raw data to correct for the problem. 

On implementing our method using US data, we find that the unit non-response problem 

is not ignorable. We can also reject the assumptions made in past ad hoc correction methods. We 

find a highly significant negative income effect on survey compliance.  While we do not find 

strict Lorenz dominance, inequality tends to be appreciably higher after correcting for selective 
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compliance.  Thus we find that unit non-response has the opposite impact on inequality to the 

problem of classical measurement error in reported incomes that has been studied in past work in 

the literature.  A sizeable upward revision to the overall mean is also called for to correct for 

selective compliance.  In terms of the impact on the incidence of poverty, the downward bias in 

the mean tends to offset the downward bias in measured inequality. The tendency for low income 

groups to be over-represented (because of their higher compliance probabilities) still means that 

the poverty rate tends to be over-estimated, though the impact on poverty incidence is small up 

to poverty lines normally used in the U.S.  We find some sensitivity of the quantitative results to 

changing the number of income groups one identifies in the estimation method, though our 

qualitative conclusions are robust.      

There can be no presumption that even our qualitative results will hold elsewhere.  

Possibly in poorer settings one will find greater under-representation of the poor than in the US.  

Or one might find a less (more) steep income gradient of compliance in countries with lower 

(higher) inequality than the US.  These are conjectures. However, the data and computational 

demands of the method we have proposed are not great, so other applications are possible. 
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Table 1. Sample characteristics 
Sample size Mean log per capita income per ith quintile  

State 
Mean 

compliance 
rate Households Individuals i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 

Alabama         0.973             696          1,665        8.446        9.153        9.625      10.088      10.813  
Utah         0.957             629          1,880        8.572        9.282        9.694      10.096      10.816  
Idaho         0.955             777          1,909        8.560        9.313        9.715      10.106      10.876  
Montana         0.955             684          1,582        8.509        9.197        9.633      10.019      10.811  
South Dakota         0.952             692          1,596        8.672        9.362        9.744      10.083      10.761  
Mississippi         0.950             595          1,391        8.446        9.073        9.493        9.958      10.654  
West Virginia         0.949             722          1,598        8.506        9.188        9.587        9.998      10.672  
Louisiana         0.946             634          1,494        8.394        9.065        9.545        9.986      10.710  
Nebraska         0.945             721          1,680        8.676        9.369        9.784      10.198      10.880  
Florida         0.942          2,878          6,616        8.673        9.353        9.784      10.199      10.973  
Iowa         0.941             729          1,712        8.786        9.382        9.798      10.164      10.997  
North Dakota         0.941             657          1,472        8.657        9.328        9.692      10.040      10.749  
Tennessee         0.931             677          1,542        8.480        9.217        9.644      10.082      11.079  
Minnesota         0.929             732          1,728        8.900        9.594        9.973      10.371      11.236  
Wyoming         0.928             681          1,636        8.657        9.300        9.681      10.097      10.841  
Wisconsin         0.927             790          1,891        8.776        9.483        9.857      10.214      10.910  
Oklahoma         0.926             772          1,752        8.453        9.202        9.640      10.083      10.826  
Ohio         0.924          1,999          4,661        8.694        9.449        9.852      10.255      10.974  
Connecticut         0.924             567          1,327        8.836        9.609        9.978      10.373      11.064  
Georgia         0.924             803          1,861        8.640        9.387        9.829      10.256      11.061  
Arkansas         0.923             726          1,662        8.418        9.097        9.540        9.950      10.737  
North Carolina         0.922          1,323          3,041        8.559        9.311        9.765      10.180      10.870  
Virginia         0.921             831          1,905        8.781        9.519        9.959      10.436      11.219  
Kentucky         0.920             699          1,579        8.593        9.274        9.724      10.173      10.935  
South Carolina         0.919             530          1,183        8.582        9.299        9.738      10.161      10.887  
Kansas         0.918             699          1,566        8.627        9.354        9.786      10.209      10.850  
Indiana         0.917             697          1,582        8.730        9.433        9.832      10.195      10.838  
Missouri         0.916             634          1,486        8.744        9.490        9.882      10.277      10.985  
New Mexico         0.916             895          2,237        8.323        9.116        9.553        9.954      10.757  
Texas         0.916          2,986          7,731        8.335        9.146        9.634      10.127      11.006  
Washington         0.916             677          1,593        8.637        9.400        9.835      10.292      11.122  
Delaware         0.915             566          1,369        8.785        9.481        9.910      10.323      11.108  
Nevada         0.915             762          1,964        8.692        9.371        9.787      10.226      11.055  
Maine         0.915             562          1,262        8.767        9.428        9.824      10.214      10.951  
Massachusetts         0.914          1,221          2,857        8.622        9.412        9.907      10.364      11.146  
Oregon         0.912             649          1,504        8.657        9.428        9.839      10.269      11.142  
Alaska         0.911             610          1,599        8.720        9.465        9.932      10.327      11.084  
Michigan         0.911          1,754          4,123        8.751        9.486        9.887      10.293      11.040  
Arizona         0.909             923          2,332        8.509        9.265        9.728      10.149      10.993  
Illinois         0.901          2,263          5,567        8.634        9.441        9.894      10.329      11.098  
Pennsylvania         0.899          2,233          5,021        8.737        9.449        9.869      10.260      11.060  
California         0.896          4,805        12,885        8.434        9.238        9.744      10.260      11.187  
Vermont         0.890             536          1,135        8.610        9.371        9.809      10.194      11.097  
Colorado         0.889             794          1,832        8.843        9.550        9.919      10.390      11.181  
Rhode Island         0.888             555          1,162        8.766        9.375        9.812      10.296      11.115  
Hawaii         0.885             479          1,202        8.704        9.468        9.900      10.328      10.973  
New York         0.880          3,577          8,150        8.514        9.303        9.781      10.247      11.136  
New Hampshire         0.879             536          1,168        8.970        9.588        9.998      10.372      11.068  
New Jersey         0.877          1,660          3,893        8.797        9.516        9.949      10.362      11.111  
Maryland         0.863             651          1,381        8.889        9.620      10.024      10.429      11.188  
District Of Columbia         0.798             664          1,092        8.592        9.449      10.058      10.605      11.519  
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Table 2. Parameter estimates and corrected population shares   
Mean proportion (%) of the population by quintile 

Iteration (t) β0 β1 
i=1 

(richest) 
i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 

(poorest) 
0 26.057 

 (3.481) 
-2.294 

 (0.325) 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 

1 19.321 
(1.935) 

-1.640 
 (0.181) 26.06 19.31 18.47 18.15 18.00 

2 22.389 
(2.509) 

-1.936 
(0.234) 23.60 19.88 19.16 18.80 18.55 

3 21.178 
(2.264) 

-1.819 
(0.212) 24.50 19.67 18.90 18.56 18.36 

4 21.675 
(2.361) 

-1.869 
(0.221) 24.13 19.76 19.01 18.66 18.44 

5 21.475 
(2.322) 

-1.848 
(0.217) 24.28 19.72 18.97 18.62 18.41 

6 21.556 
(2.338) 

-1.855 
(0.219) 24.22 19.74 18.98 18.63 18.42 

7 21.523 
(2.331) 

-1.852 
(0.218) 24.25 19.73 18.98 18.63 18.42 

8 21.536 
(2.334) 

-1.853 
(0.218) 24.24 19.73 18.98 18.63 18.42 

9 21.531 
(2.333) 

-1.853 
(0.218) 24.24 19.73 18.98 18.63 18.42 

10 21.533 
(2.333) 

-1.853 
(0.218) 24.24 19.73 18.98 18.63 18.42 
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Table 3: Mean income with/without correction for income-dependent compliance 
Mean income ($/person/year) Fractile (ranked by  

income per person)  Empirical distribution Corrected distribution 
(n=5) 

Corrected distribution 
(n=6) 

 0   -  5 1,937 2,041 2,006 
 5   - 10 4,001 4,222 4,150 
 10 - 15 5,545 5,843 5,741 
 15 - 20 6,890 7,232 7,113 
 20 - 25 8,099 8,563 8,400 
 25 - 30 9,360 9,898 9,705 
 30 - 35 10,589 11,276 11,029 
 35 - 40 11,948 12,738 12,455 
 40 - 45 13,327 14,284 13,940 
 45 - 50 14,779 15,805 15,422 
 50 - 55 16,274 17,574 17,093 
 55 - 60 18,003 19,572 18,993 
 60 - 65 19,944 21,777 21,055 
 65 - 70 22,131 24,458 23,569 
 70 - 75 24,787 27,606 26,465 
 75 - 80 27,979 31,785 30,235 
 80 - 85 32,272 37,588 35,377 
 85 - 90 38,556 46,962 43,288 
 90 - 95 49,872 65,528 58,393 
 95 - 100 93,823 359,746 208,171 
 21,506 26,799 24,553 
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Figure 1:  Pattern of bias for an inverted-U relationship between compliance and income 
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Figure 2: Lorenz curve bias under a monotonic income effect on survey compliance 
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Figure 3: Non-compliance odds and state-wise per capita income averages  
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Figure 4: Convergence pattern of the slope coefficient (b1) 
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Figure 5: Convergence pattern of the estimated population shares 
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   Figure 6: Empirical and compliance re-weighted Lorenz curves 
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Figure 7: Lower and upper tails of the Lorenz curves 
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Figure 8: Empirical and compliance-corrected cumulative distributions of income  
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Figure 9:  Lower segment of the cumulative distributions of income in Figure 8  
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